A few months ago I took time to crow about how sport had much to learn from golf in terms of sportsmanship. Well, unfortunately, I may have to revise that thought a bit.

I believe that its conventional form golf is a truly genuine game when it comes to true sportsmanship but Team Golf, well that's a completely different ball game. We won't forget in a hurry the scenes on the 17th hole at Brookline Country Club when the American Ryder Cup team celebrated victory despite Jose Maria Olazabal still having the chance to hole a makeable birdie putt, win his game and therefore affect the result of the entire match. The scenes on the green have been well documented and did golf a great disservice but if mitigation were needed they were borne out of a genuine exuberance on the back of an atmosphere of high excitement and tension.

Prior to that there was the War on the Shore at Kiawah Island and the ridiculous Gulf War style hats that were worn by some of the American team. Dottie Pepper had been known to cheer when her Solheim Cup opponent missed a putt. Before that there were various incidents, one including certain Gillis Ryder Cup Captain who memorably instructed his team not to search for American balls in the rough.

However much of it pales into insignificance against the events at Loch Lomond during last month's Solheim Cup when a cynical attempt by the American team to win at all costs was witnessed by an appalled gallery and suffered by the European team. For those who are not aware of what happened.

Returning after a break for rain Annika Sorenstam was off the 13th green faced with a little chip while her American opponents, Pat Hurst and Kelly Robbins, were on the green. She then chipped in for what would appear to have been a hole-saving birdie only to have the Americans ask the referee to adjudicate on who had been further from the hole.
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World's fastest visits Europe's biggest

Richard Noble OBE (right) will deliver the keynote speech during BTME 2001. Europe's largest indoor fine turf exhibition.

Richard, driving Thrust 2, was holder of the World Land Speed Record from 1985 to 1997 reaching a speed of 468 mph then he founded a company aimed at producing the first ever supersonic land speed record. This was achieved in '97 when, driven by Andy Green, Thrust SSC reached a speed of 763.035 mph.

Preparations for the Show are well underway and visitors will be treated to an exciting and fulfilling experience whether they stay for a day or the entire week - Monday January 22 - Friday January 26.

As usual, the Learning Experience, in association with Textron, divides into two parts - the National Education Conference together with the accompanying workshops on the Monday and Tuesday followed by the Seminar Programme which runs in conjunction with the show itself.

The recently opened Hall M will join Halls A, B, C and Q in housing the 180+ stands with a significant number of exhibitors showing for the first time - including Fern House Marketing Ltd, DGT Volmatic AS, of Denmark; Aztec Chemicals and Rousseau Equipment Ltd. The added space available through the introduction of Hall M has enabled several companies including Toro, John Deere, Rigby Taylor and Anemity Technology to increase the size of their stands markedly to enable them to show even more of their product to visitors.

Themes for the Education Conference include Growing; Human Resource Management; Water Management; and Environmental Management while - in addition to Richard Noble - the speakers to be enjoyed during the course of the week will be Dr Paul Rieke, Professor Emeritus at Michigan State University; Dr Kimberly Erusha, Director of Education for the USGA; Canadian Superintendent, Dean Piller; Australian Superintendent, Peter Schumacher, and Eddie Adams, Head Greenkeeper of the Old Course, St Andrews.

Richard Noble’s speech will take place in the Royal Hall on Wednesday, January 24, at 10.45am.

New role for Peter at Lindum Plant Nutrition

Peter Cotton, has joined Lindum Plant Nutrition as the company’s new Northern Sales Manager. Responsible for the area from Birmingham to the Scottish border, Peter, who started working in horticulture in 1969 and moved to the amenity turf sector in the late seventies, brings over twenty years experience of the industry to his new post.

“Having been around for many years, I am excited by the opportunities offered by the Lindum Plant Nutrition system,” he says. Fresh from an intensive training course with Floratine Products Group USA, who pioneered the system, Peter is enthusiastic about what he sees as a new approach to turf care.

“While I was in Memphis I had the chance to talk to golf course superintendents who are using the system, which has given me a whole new perspective. The company needs a fresh approach to soil science, and Floratine are ten years ahead of us in their thinking. We know the concept is successful in America, the Far East and Europe, and I am looking forward to developing it in the UK.”

Hayter bought by private investment company

Hayter, which has been a long time friend to BIGGA and known for the popular Hayter Challenges and Hayter Cup Matches, has been sold to a private investment company.

The company with the dark green livery was part of the Murray Group which parent company Tomkins Pic sold to Summersong Investments Inc. Wayne G. Smith, President of Summersong, said that they intended to develop the Murray Group in developing strong global alliances in order to bring new products to its customers.

"Additional related acquisitions may be made by the group as well,” he said.

The existing management team remains - headed by Managing Director, Tony Bourke, and Sales and Marketing Director, Kim Macfie - and does not envisage any immediate changes in commercial policy or customer relations as a consequence of the change of ownership.
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Two more books have arrived at BIGGA HOUSE that may interest some of our readers.

Practical Drainage for Golf, Sportsturf and Horticulture by Keith McIntyre and Bent Jakobsen
Published by Ann Arbor Press ISBN 1 57504 139 1

Keith McIntyre, who is based in Canberra, Australia, has 34 years of experience in horticulture and sportsturf specializing in sportsground construction, soils and drainage. Bent Jakobsen has spent much of his working life working on soil compaction and particle movement. More recently, Bent worked with Keith on soil and drainage problems. The two authors have used their knowledge and experience to put together an easy to follow text book on drainage which contains chapters on soil structure and water retention through to subsoil and surface drainage. All units are shown in both metric and imperial measures, key points highlighted in bold print.

Although some theory is included, the authors have attempted to keep definitions simple and at the correct level for practitioners, although some theorists may argue about some of their definitions.

An enlightening chapter on Perched Water Tables gives an insight on what can go wrong and this is followed up in a later section with information on the USGA Recommendations. Written by practitioners for practitioners this book would solve many of the problems and answers most questions that greenkeepers encounter.

The second book is for those greenkeepers who are interested in new grass species and are concerned with the changes that the 21st century may bring to the fine turf industries.

Seashore Paspalum
The environmental Turfgrass by R R Duncan and R N Carrow

Both authors are Professors within the Turfgrass department of the University of Georgia, Griffin, where they have been concerned with the breeding and growing of new cultivars that are resistant to stress. Although of limited use to greenkeepers in Britain, the book aims to establish a precedent by offering turf grass managers a four pronged approach to growing new cultivars.

This book concentrates on Seashore Paspalum and contains:
- A description and background information
- Environmental tolerance
- Management practices
- Using alternative water resources

A fairly complex book for most readers, but it does give a useful insight into what is becoming available now and what may become available soon to help greenkeepers in their quest to plant, grow and maintain turf grass when it is under stress.

Top IoH award for Robert

Independent turf consultant and agonomist, Robert Laycock, (right) has been elected a Fellow of the Institute of Horticulture (IoH).

The honour comes in recognition of the high level of distinction achieved within the turf profession by Robert during a 25-year career working with turf growers, golf greenkeepers, groundsmen and other turf professionals.

Following his election, Robert Laycock becomes the only Fellow of the IoH who is also an active turf agonomist. He is the first turf specialist to be a Fellow since Dr Peter Hayes and the late John Shidlock, both of the Sports Turf Research Institute, were elected Fellows.

"I am very pleased and deeply honoured to have been made a Fellow of the Institute of Horticulture," commented Robert.

"Very few turf specialists have received this accolade which is made on the recommendation of the Institute before being approved by individual members. The honour reflects the growing status and importance of the turf profession within the horticultural industry."

New aquisition for Charterhouse

Redexim Charterhouse has added to the company portfolio with the acquisition of Pro-Seed Equipment Ltd.

This acquisition was made by Charterhouse Turf Machinery's parent company in Holland, whose strategy is to grow by gaining strength in niche market areas within the turf industry. The products manufactured by Pro-Seed will complement Redexim Charterhouses existing range and benefit from their world-wide distribution. Ken Knowles, Managing Director of Pro-Seed Equipment said that he was delighted that several months of negotiations had come to a successful conclusion and that his whole Company would now receive the benefits which flow from being part of a larger group. He himself would continue working in conjunction with the group's Engineering Department which is based in Holland.

Links Manager appointed at The Trust

Former Scottish National Chairman and National Board Member, Gordon Mott, has been appointed Links Manager at the St Andrews Links Trust following the tragic death of Ian Forbes in September.

Gordon, (right) has worked for the Links Trust for nine years. He joined in 1991 as Head Greenkeeper of the Eden Course from Fraserburgh Golf Club. He then added the management of the nine hole Balgove Course and in 1996 also became responsible for running the newly-opened Eden Greenkeeping Centre.

As Links Manager, he will have responsibility for the greenkeeping squads covering all six courses, property maintenance, stores and engineering workshops - over 60 employees in total. He will also oversee the initiation and future maintenance of the irrigation system.

"I am delighted that the Trust has been able to fill this senior position by internal promotion. This confirms the rising quality of the Trust's staff at all levels. Under Gordon's management the condition of the Eden Course has improved substantially and I am convinced he will make a major contribution to the management of the Links," said Alan McGregor, general manager of St Andrews Links Trust.

Originally from Fraserburgh, Gordon served his greenkeeping apprenticeship at Fraserburgh Golf Club and completed his training at Elmwood College.

A keen golfer, he plays off 6. Married with three children, he lives in St Andrews and is past Chairman of St Andrews Round Table.

Mike Olver passes away

Mike Olver, of Olver Seeds and Surdries, and a regular attendee at Devon and Cornwall Section events has died after a short illness.

"Mike supported the Section for many years and we are all saddened by his passing. Our condolences go to his family," said Devon and Cornwall Section Secretary, Richard Whyman.

Canadian Awards

Jim Wolfe has been awarded the John B. Steel Award for distinguished service and will be presented with the award at the CGSA Canadian International Turfgrass Conference and Show in Vancouver next year.

He will be joined by James Brown, who has been voted the CGSA'2000 Superintendent of the Year.

The Conference and Show will be held in the Vancouver Convention and Exhibition Centre on February 24—27, 2001.
A true International feel to Association

In recent editions of ‘Greenkeeper’ we have noticed that you have been mentioning international members more and more, so we thought that it was long overdue that we introduced ourselves as two of probably very few members currently working in Nigeria.

The golf course is an 18 Hole Championship course situated in the new capital, Abuja. It has been named IBB Golf and Country Club, named after the former president Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida (IBB), who initiated the idea. The course was opened in 1984 and since then it has developed into a very challenging and beautiful course, which could easily be compared to any of the better courses in the hotter parts of Europe or America. The course also serves as a nature reserve providing a home for many types of tropical wildlife including crocodiles and dangerous snakes (so be careful in the rough).

The greens are 100% Tifdwarf which after several attempts was found to be the most appropriate grass to suit the conditions found in this part of the world, as such extreme temperatures which can reach 40°C coupled with six months of drought and six months of heavy rain. The fairways and tees are made up of native grasses such as Kikuyu and common Bermuda, which generally provide a good playing surface.

At present we have a staff of 45 but not all are working on the course. We have four mechanics, storekeeper, timekeeper and cleaners. During the rainy season the remaining staff spend 90% of their 10 hour day just keeping up with the course cutting on this 101 hectare site, bearing in mind that the grass here grows at three times the normal rate found in Europe. Providing it gets irrigated during the dry season it never stops growing as the coolest experienced is 21°C so it’s like growing your grass in Florida. We normally change the rough up to his waist on the 18th hole and, as a result, loses the monthly medal by one shot.

On saying that, it’s not a bad job really turning up for work every day in a pair of shorts, tee shirt and sunglasses. Yes we can remember that wet and cold February morning huddled together in the shed thinking of the summer months which seem a lifetime away.

On a final note we hope you enjoyed a look into greenkeeping in Africa. We could go on to tell you about greens disappearing overnight due to insect attack and the problems of filling the accident book after scorpion and mamba bites, but instead would like to thank BIGGA for its splendid publication which brings us a much needed look at the golf course until seven months after Customs problems did not arrive at the new engine. It was ordered in the rough up to his waist on the 18th hole and, as a result, loses the monthly medal by one shot.

Sad passing of Fred Hawthree

BIGGA Honorary Member, Fred Hawthree, has died after a long illness. Fred, a world renowned golf course architect, was presented with his Honorary Membership certificate at his home in Oxfordshire by his long time friend and then BIGGA Chairman, Gordon Child, last year. Gordon will write his own tribute to Fred in next month’s magazine.

Drainage Seminar

A Sports Turf Drainage Seminar will be held at Newbury Racecourse on November 16. Further details can be obtained from the Land Drainage Contractors Association Tel: 01327 263264 Fax: 01327 263264.

Positive feedback after Deere trip

Alan Sampson, of Wortley Golf Club, reports on the latest John Deere Feedback trip

In September, approximately 90 people from the UK, mainly greenkeepers and sales representatives, travelled to Moliné in Spain to see the latest John Deere, for Feedback 2000.

For nine years John Deere have been listening to comments made from feedback stations and then re-designing machines to suit greenkeepers needs. This year, as in previous years, feedback was held at the Pinnacle Country Club where various new and hybrid versions of John Deere equipment were there for us to put to the test and fill in the feedback on whether it meets the needs and demands of greenkeepers and golf courses back in the UK.

There is without doubt some excellent machinery in its final stages of production and although we would normally change the rough up to his waist on the 18th hole and, as a result, loses the monthly medal by one shot.

On a final note we hope you enjoyed a look into greenkeeping in Africa. We could go on to tell you about greens disappearing overnight due to insect attack and the problems of filling the accident book after scorpion and mamba bites, but instead would like to thank BIGGA for its splendid publication which brings us a much needed look at what’s going on back in Europe every month.

Robert Bell and Paul Evans Golf Course Superintendents, IBB Golf & Country Club, Abuja, Nigeria

Our machinery is made of 95% Textron equipment and the remaining 5% being the Kubota compact tractor range. These machines have proved very reliable in these conditions, although we are forever changing rubber components such as hydraulic hoses and tyres. This is due to the constant exposure to extreme heat and sunlight which softens the rubber, causing it to wear prematurely. We would normally change the tyres on the drive wheels every four weeks, so, as you can imagine, with over 100 tyres on the course daily we get through quite a few.

We enjoyed reading a letter from one of your readers in which he complained about waiting 33 days for spare parts for an Iseki tractor. As I’m sure you realise we do not have the luxury of a local dealer so everything is shipped in from Europe. The normal delivery time (without expensive air freight charges) is three months. We keep a large stock which probably compares to a small dealers stock but sometimes we do get caught short - for example, an engine for one of our bat wing mowers developed a major fault which required a new engine. It was ordered in January 2000 and after shipping and customs problems did not arrive at the golf course until seven months later. A long time to be without such an important machine but as with all greenkeepers we just have to find a way to manage this kind of situation and still present our course in the best possible condition no matter what. We all know excuses do not make any difference when the chairman of the green committee is stuck in the rough up to his waist on the 18th hole and as a result, loses the monthly medal by one shot.

On saying that, it’s not a bad job really turning up for work every day in a pair of shorts, tee shirt and sunglasses. Yes we can remember that wet and cold February morning huddled together in the shed thinking of the summer months which seem a lifetime away.

On a final note we hope you enjoyed a look into greenkeeping in Africa. We could go on to tell you about greens disappearing overnight due to insect attack and the problems of filling the accident book after scorpion and mamba bites, but instead would like to thank BIGGA for its splendid publication which brings us a much needed look at what’s going on back in Europe every month.
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